
Financial and operational result
Financially, HLS are saving close to £2,000 (80%) each year on replacement cartridges. And they have saved another £3,000 on 

the photocopier equipment too. 

Operationally, HLS can now print everything they need fast, in the size they require & all in house. Things like paperwork, RAMS, 

MSDS sheets, labels, stickers, leaflets & posters. They have also gained certainty of cost & support too. Leading to their total 

peace of mind.

Our solution

After providing HLS Supplies with a free assessment we found that they spent over 

£200 a month on replacement ink cartridges. And they were really frustrated with the 

speed & lack of functions available to them on their current printing solution. As well 

as taking an age to print off invoices and delivery notes, the slow print was causing a 

back log of label printing for the bottles of chemicals they had to supply to customers.

ItIt was an easy recommendation. HLS need 1 of our refurbished photocopiers. We place 

these out for free with no rental charge. HLS only pay for the pages they print & copy, 

scanning is free. As well as saving a fortune, HLS will get the extra speed & functions 

they need. Together with the certainty if anything does go wrong, we’ll be out the next day to fix it.

Customer objective
HLS Supplies were desperate to upgrade their home rated printing solution, too much faster technology. Which could also print, 

scan & copy in A3 size as well as A4. Their current printing solution was really holding them back (due to speed & functionality) 

& was costing them a small fortune in replacement ink cartridges too.

ButBut when you purchase new high-end equipment (like photocopiers), which has the extra functionality that HLS require, they nor-

mally cost around £3,000. And HLS just couldn’t afford this, as they were still a relatively new business and cash-flow was very im-

portant.

HLS Supplies objective was clear. They had to find a way to upgrade to the fast feature rich technology they needed, without 

paying £3,000. And as they were still a relatively new business leasing the equipment was out of the question too.

The situation
HLS Supplies manufacture & supply cleaning chemicals that are designed to help the Automotive, Catering, Cleaning, Facilities, 

Government, Hospitality, Industrial and Renewable Sectors. These are available to purchase at their trade counter or online at 

https://hlssupplies.co.uk. Their own range is also complimented by brands such as Evans Vanodine, ProChem Professional clean-

ing products and janitorial equipment. 

When HLS first started (due to budget necessity) they used their existing home rated printer. But it was really slowing them down 

& costing a fortune in replacement cartridges too. Then, after a chance meeting at the Lancashire Expo in Preston. HLS took up 

an offer of a free printing technology assessment from My Total Office Solutions.
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